The vision for Tactics, my upcoming album
As it is written, “There is none righteous, not even one.” —Romans 3:10

“In Wisconsin,” the joke goes, “we have two
seasons: winter and road construction.”
Growing up in Madison, I remember watching
construction crews spend whole summers repairing
the potholes and cracks that decorated our roads.
And every winter, I watched the freeze/thaw cycle
get the better of that same pavement, calling for
identical repairs the next year.
It seemed ridiculous to me. “Why haven’t we found a
solution yet?” I asked my dad. It didn’t make sense
that for all our technological advancements, the
whole Midwest was still caught in an annual battle
against … ordinary H2O.
But it wasn’t just H2O, I learned. It was physics.
You can’t fight physics. You can sidestep it, sure, but
you’re never going to change the fact that when water
seeps beneath East Wash and hits 32°, it’s going to
pave its own way—regardless of what you or your car
have to say about it.

So hit me
with your best defense;
And Operation “Do Whatever You
Feel,” commence.
But if you listen, I have a lesson
for the choir & the critics
Called “The First Law of Spiritual
Physics.”

—Tactics (Interlude)

Somewhere along the line, something clicked in me: hey, human nature is kind of
like that too. Try as we might to subvert our own corrupt desires, we find
ourselves repairing our own proverbial East Washington Avenues year after year.
It’s an expensive process, and our hard work pays off only for a season.
I’m not a human nature doctor, obviously—there’s only One of those—but
my goal as an artist is to start conversations about this very important
topic. I do this in a variety of ways (blogging, public speaking, facilitating artist
discussion groups), but what I’m best known for is my songwriting. I try to write
songs that expose the problem of human nature (often by being very open and
honest about my own weaknesses) and point listeners toward the True Solution.
That’s what my upcoming album Tactics is meant to do. While my demo release
Pass It On hinted at these themes, Tactics is a more calculated attempt to
provoke thought about the human condition. It opens with a reprise of “Take 21”
(a human nature anthem) and goes on to share stories about how even though
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“none is righteous, not even one,” we can take hope in being “justified as a gift by
God’s grace” (Rom. 3:10, 24).
I’ve asked Chris Thigpen, a fellow believer and a phenomenal bassist
whom I met at Columbia College, to take on the role of creative producer
for this project. He’s currently helping me select songs, create arrangements
and choose a dream team of musicians that can make Tactics come to life.
I’m extremely excited. I hope you are too! I would be honored if you would
consider supporting the project, whether by committing to pray, committing to
contribute financially or committing to spread the word. It’s humbling to be in a
position of dependence on others—but I’m coming to view self-sufficiency as
neither possible nor desirable. ☺
Chris and I drew up a rough estimate of our budgetary needs:
Musicians 

$2500

Recording time 

$600

Post production 

$6001000

Copyrights 

$30

Digital distribution (iTunes, Spotify)

$120

Production of physical CDs 

$8001250

Promotion 

$500+
$51506000

For a specific breakdown of these costs, visit www.hearalma.com.

If you have any questions about Tactics or about any other aspect of my mission,
feel free to contact me at (608) 313-5299 or at hearalma@gmail.com! Likewise if
you’d like to learn how you can spread the word or support us through prayer.
Donations can be made through PayPal; visit www.hearalma.com and
click the link at the top that says “Tactics.” Checks, made out to Alma Cook,
can also be mailed to my Chicago address at the bottom of this page.
Thank you so much for the ways you’ve already loved and supported me! And
thank you in advance for how you may decide to become a part of this artistic
expression of Romans 3.
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